Metastable state en route to traveling-wave synchronization state
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The Kuramoto model with mixed signs of couplings is known to produce a traveling-wave synchronized state. Here, we consider an abrupt synchronization transition from the incoherent state to the traveling-wave state through a long-lasting metastable state with large fluctuations. Our explanation of the metastability is that the dynamic flow remains within a limited region of phase space and circulates through a few active states bounded by saddle and stable fixed points. This complex flow generates a long-lasting critical behavior, a signature of a hybrid phase transition. We show that the long-lasting period can be controlled by varying the density of inhibitory/excitatory interactions. We discuss a potential application of this transition behavior to the recovery process of human consciousness.

A hybrid phase transition (HPT) is a discontinuous transition that accompanies critical phenomena. Recent hybrid percolation model studies have discovered that the system stays at a long-lasting metastable preparatory step on the way to an explosive transition, during which the so-called powder keg is accumulated. In this regard, one may wonder if there exists a similar metastable state in a synchronization transition. However, the presence of a metastable state has been rarely highlighted in synchronization problems. In this paper, we reveal that such an intermediate metastable state indeed exists on the way to a discontinuous synchronization transition near the hybrid critical point. Moreover, we show that this long-lasting metastable step can be understood as persisting circulation inside a metastable basin, characterized by balancing between saddle points and stable fixed points.

The Kuramoto model has been successfully used to investigate the properties of the synchronization transition (ST) and is expressed as

\[ \dot{\theta}_i = \omega_i + \frac{K}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sin(\theta_k - \theta_i), \]  

(1)

where \( \theta_i \) denotes the phase of each oscillator \( i \); \( \omega_i \) is the intrinsic frequency of an oscillator \( i \), which follows a distribution \( g(\omega) \); \( K \) is the coupling constant; and \( N \) is the number of oscillators in the system. STs are characterized by a complex order parameter defined as

\[ Z(t) \equiv \sum_{i=1}^{N} e^{i\theta_i}/N = R e^{i\Psi(t)}, \]

where \( R \) is the magnitude of the phase coherence; \( R = 0 \) for the incoherent (IC) state, and \( R \neq 0 \) for the coherent (C) state. For a usual Gaussian \( g(\omega) \), a continuous ST occurs at the critical coupling strength \( K_c \). We instead use a uniform \( g(\omega) \) that exhibits an abrupt ST with a post-jump criticality \( \beta = 2/3 \). We remark that the bimodal \( g(\omega) \) gives a first-order transition; however, it is not hybrid.

Here, the Kuramoto model with uniform \( g(\omega) \) is extended to a mixture of two opposite-sign coupling constants \( K_1 < 0 \) and \( K_2 > 0 \) to the fraction \( 1-p \) and \( p \), motivated by excitatory and inhibitory couplings in neural networks. This extension further distinguishes the C phase into \( \pi \) and traveling wave (TW) phases, and is characterized by the steady rotation of the complex angle of the order parameter \( \Omega \sim \Psi/t \); \( \Omega = 0 \) in the \( \pi \) state, whereas \( \Omega \neq 0 \) in the TW phase. Hereafter, we call our model the competing Winfree–Pazó (c-WP) model, where \( \omega \) and \( K \) of an oscillator follow the probability distribution

\[ g(\omega, K) = \frac{1}{2\gamma} \Theta(\gamma - |\omega|) \left( (1-p)\delta(K - K_1) + p\delta(K - K_2) \right), \]

(2)

where \( \Theta \) represents the Heaviside step function. The coherent steady state is characterized by two groups of oscillators separated by an angle \( \Delta \) in the phase space \( \theta \) that correspond to the inhibitory and excitatory populations. When \( \Delta = \pi \), the two groups are balanced and the steady-state rotation \( \Omega = \Psi/t \) is zero. When \( \Delta \neq \pi \), the TW order with \( \Omega \neq 0 \) emerges.

We construct a self-consistency equation of the c-WP model to obtain the steady-state order parameter solutions \( (R, \Omega) \) and perform numerical simulations to verify their stabilities. Unexpectedly, a rich phase diagram involving the HPT is obtained, as shown in Fig. 1. When \( Q < 1 \), a supercritical HPT occurs and the behavior of the order parameter is expressed as

\[ R(p) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } p < p_c, \\ R_c + a(p - p_c) & \text{for } p \geq p_c, \end{cases} \]

(3)

near the hybrid critical point \( R_c = \gamma/K_2 \) and \( p_c = [Q + 4\gamma/(\pi K_2)]/(Q + 1) \), with a noninteger exponent \( \beta_p = 2/3 \). When \( Q > 1 \), the critical exponent \( \beta_p \) remains the same while the post-jump branch has the opposite direction and becomes unstable (Fig. 2a)). The transition from the IC phase to the \( \pi \) phase is first-order and exhibits a hysteresis curve in the region between \( p_c \) and \( p_{c,b} \). Notice that this subcritical HPT is different from the usual subcritical Hopf bifurcation. The unstable line in the inset of Fig. 2a does not continuously drop to \( p_{c,b} \), but instead has a finite gap of size \( \gamma/K_1 \). On the other hand, when \( g(\omega) \) is Lorentzian, either a continuous transition or a discontinuous transition occurs, and with-
FIG. 1. (Color online) Phase diagram of synchronization transitions (STs) in the \((p, \gamma)\) plane. \(p\) is the fraction of oscillators with \(K_2 > 0\) and \(\gamma\) is the half width of the uniform distribution \(g(\omega)\). The phase diagram contains the IC and \(\pi\) phases in (a) and (b), and the TW phase when in (b). The solid line represents a second-order transition, and both types of dashed lines represent first-order transitions, but the transition from the IC phase to the \(\pi\) phase is hybrid. \(H\) represents a hysteresis zone. The symbol \(\blacktriangleleft\) at \(\gamma_h \approx 0.78\) in (a) corresponds to the hybrid critical point of the Winfree–Pazo (WP) model. The symbols \(\blacktriangleleft\) at \(\gamma_c \approx 0.18\), \(\bullet\) at \(\gamma_p \approx 0.13\), and \(\blacksquare\) at \(\gamma_t \approx 0.064\) in (b) represent critical points across which different types of phases or phase transitions emerge. The TW phase is absent when \(Q > 1\), or \(Q < 1\) and \(\gamma > \gamma_c\).

out any critical behaviors or presence of the metastable states.

It is intriguing to check the stability of the self-consistency solution. To perform this task, the so-called empirical stability criterion proposed in Ref. [17] was checked on the c-WP model. The stability matrix \(S\) of Ref. [17] is reproduced as follows:

\[
\frac{\delta R}{\delta \psi} = A \begin{pmatrix} \partial_R F_R - 1 & R^2 \partial_\Omega F_R \\ -R \partial_R F_\Omega & R \partial_\Omega F_\Omega \end{pmatrix} \frac{\delta R}{\delta \psi} = A \mathcal{S} \frac{\delta R}{\delta \psi} \tag{4}
\]

\[
F_R(R, \Omega) = \int_{\text{locked}} dK d\omega g(\omega, K) \sqrt{1 - (\omega/KR)^2}
\]

\[
F_\Omega(R, \Omega) = \int_{\text{drifting}} dK d\omega g(\omega, K) \sqrt{1 - (\omega/KR)^2} - 1 \tag{5}
\]

where \(F_R\) and \(F_\Omega\) correspond to the real and imaginary parts of the self-consistent order parameter. The system is (empirically) stable if and only if \(\text{tr}(\mathcal{S}) < 0\) and \(\det(\mathcal{S}) > 0\). The result is presented by the blue solid (stable) and dashed (unstable) curves in Figs. 2. Our numerical result suggests that this linear stability criterion is partly fulfilled: some portions of the “stable” \(\pi\) curve are not covered by the simulation data points in the long-time limit. Interestingly, the order parame-
K of clusters discretely increases as the dynamics proceeds. Short time intervals, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The number i.e., clusters with similar velocities, when averaged over the metastable period of the c-WP model, the excitation percolation model, which exhibits a HPT \[18\]. During size clusters near the transition point of the restricted feature is also similar to the accumulation of similar-der keg for the later explosive transition \[5, 6\]. This implies that the system accumulates a so-called powder keg for the later explosive transition \[5, 6\]. This feature may be interpreted as an indicator of the TW state. The consciousness from anesthetic-induced unconsciousness \[19, 20\]. Recent electroencephalogram (EEG) experiments have revealed that the power spectrum of the cortical local field potentials during the conscious state peak at a certain intrinsic frequency \[20\]. This feature may be interpreted as an indicator of the TW synchronization in the c-WP model. The consciousness recovery dynamics of the anesthetic-induced brain passes through a sequence of several discrete activity states. Moreover, transitions between those metastable states are abrupt \[20\]. A series of studies have previously modeled the anesthetic recovery using Kuramoto-type synchronization models \[21, 22\]. However, our model further involves the metastable dynamic restoration of coherence by the discrete merging of velocity clusters. More interestingly, it deals with excitatory and inhibitory neural interactions through a controllable parameter \(p\) and the recovery period is reduced by increasing \(p\) beyond a threshold \(p_c\), corresponding to the clinical findings that the recovery time is reduced with lesser anesthetic concentration. We remark that reducing the inhibitory anesthetic concentration also corresponds to increasing \(p\) of our model. Moreover, our analysis not only provides a visualization scheme but also opportunities to manipulate the metastable terrain directly by controlling the saddle-point position in the phase space.

The c-WP synchronization model may have potential applications to the recovery dynamics of human consciousness from anesthetic-induced unconsciousness \[19, 20\]. Inhibitory anesthetics such as \(\gamma\)-aminobutyric acid hinder cortical synchronization and the brain in turn loses its ability to integrate information, vigilance, and responsiveness \[19\].
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**FIG. 2.** (Color online) Diverse types of STs at \(Q = 3\) and \(Q = 0.5\). Green triangles and red circles denote data points of \(R(p)\) obtained from simulations starting from the IC and C initial states, respectively. Solid (dashed) blue curves are self-consistency solutions representing stable (unstable) states, according to the stability criterion, Eq. (5). In (a), a first-order transition and hysteresis occur between \(p_c\) and \(p_{u,b}\). The inset shows a close-up near \(p_c\). We emphasize that the unstable line does not continuously drop to \(p_c\), but instead has a finite gap of size \(\gamma/|K_1|\). In (b), a hybrid phase transition (HPT) occurs with the critical exponent \(\beta = 2/3\) at \(p_c\). A close check of the exponent value is shown in the inset. The black line guides a slope of 2/3. (c) The TW phase emerges at \(\gamma_c\) and exists in the range \([p_t, p_u]\). When \(\gamma_t < \gamma < \gamma_c\), \(\text{IC} \rightarrow \pi \rightarrow \text{TW} \rightarrow \pi\) occur with increasing \(p\). (d) At \(\gamma = \gamma_t\), \(p_c = p_t\); thus, \(\text{IC} \rightarrow \text{TW} \rightarrow \pi\) occur. The part of the \(\pi\) line (indicated by arrow) that is stable according to the criterion is actually metastable. (e) When \(\gamma < \gamma_t\) (\(\gamma = 0.05\), \(p_t < p_c < p_u\), \(R\) jumps from the IC state to the TW state, and a hysteresis occurs between the IC and TW states at \([p_t, p_c]\), where \(\text{IC} \rightarrow \text{TW} \rightarrow \pi\) occur. Different types of arrows distinguish the types of phase transitions: continuous (→), discontinuous (−→), and hybrid (−−→).
FIG. 3. (Color online) Tiered ST from the IC state to TW state through the metastable $\pi$ state. $R(t)$ was obtained at various $p$ for the system size $N = 25600$, $Q = 0.5$, and $\gamma = 0.064$. (a) At $p = 0.42$, the TW state appears as the steady state, and the state does as metastable. The solid and dashed lines correspond to $R(t)$ and $|\Omega(t)|$, respectively. Note that both the temporal and sample-to-sample (inset) fluctuations of $R$ are large during the metastable period. In (b), the velocities of $K_2$ oscillators are averaged over each specified time interval, as indicated by the corresponding colors and cluster numbers in (a). The oscillators are indexed in ascending order of the intrinsic frequencies. We find several intermediate states with different numbers of clusters composed of oscillators with similar velocities. The number of clusters increases as the stages proceed. In (a), (c), and (d), as $p$ is increased, the metastable period becomes shorter. Subsequently, the TW state is reached shortly.

FIG. 4. (Color online) The flow of the order parameter in the two-step synchronization transition. (a) Plot of blue dotted curve $R(t)$ vs $t$ at $p = 0.418$. The time-averaged black curve $\langle R \rangle$ is obtained using a sliding 40-s time window centered at each $t$ with a window step of 1 s. (b)–(d) The linearized flow in the ($R, \Omega$) plane. Two stable points of $\pi$ and TW states are represented by red circles, and a saddle point of the TW state is shown in green. (e) An actual flow is obtained from simulations. $x$ represents the starting point. (f) Frequencies of the dynamic flow passing through each state in the phase space. A few states (yellow) are active throughout the flow.
namic process in the metastable state was explained as the circulating flow through a few active states in the phase space, which exhibits large temporal and sample-to-sample fluctuations. We discussed that such a tiered ST can be a potential model for the process by which the brain recovers from pathological states to the awake state.
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